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S P I C E

GIVES SECTOR A MUCH NEEDED BOOST

being the curry capital of
the world. With an array
of regional varieties of
South Asian cuisines we
continue to carry the curry
legacy on and fly the flag
high for our curry industry.
The success, growth and
progress of British Curry
however would not be
possible without those
heroes of the hospitality
industry. Without them
generations like ours
simply wouldn’t have
come so far. Thank you
heroes, we salute you

‘‘British curry is loved all

‘‘
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over the world, and is
reposnisble for countless
jobs and a major contributor to the UK economy.
We are so proud to have
British Curry Day to commemorate our forefathers
for their innovations such
as the Tikka Masala,
Bhajees, Balti and Poppadoms/ Chutneys. Without
these we cannot claim to
be British curry restaurateurs as it has incorporated into the culture.

‘‘

‘‘ The UK is now known as

For the first British Curry Day the organisers
decided to focus on the humble onion bhaji, a
particularly British curry tradition, and encouraged participants to use social media with the
hashtag #backthebhaji.

K M Abu Taher Choudhury
President of UK
Bangla Press Club

‘‘I fully support the British

Curry Day because of our
forefathers who solely
invented the variety of
curry dishes in the UK now
the whole world enjoying
the British Curry. The first
Bangladeshi inspired
curry was cooked by a
Sylheti chef, Syed
Ullah, in 1809 for Robert
Lindsay and his family in
Scotland. Robert Lindsay
was one of the last
collectors of Sylhet in
mid-18th century.
British-Bangladeshis then
began establishing
curry businesses in the
UK, most notably during
the post war era. Therefore, we should dedicate
a day to commemorate
and celebrate British
Curry Day every year.

to our father’s legacy,
dating back to 1969, when
he began establishing
groundbreaking restaurants, that leave their
mark to this day. Because
of the generation of men
like our father, occasions
such as the Curry Day,
are a fitting tribute to
all they did.

He continues, “They were true innovators
and came up with dishes to suit the British
tastes a win over the British public. Many of
the dishes popular in British curry restaurants
won’t be found in the Subcontinent and while
I am not claiming they are better; they are
original and distinctive and we should recognise that first generation for their creativity.”

Motin Miah
Chief Treasurer, BBCA

‘‘ The perseverance, com-

mitment and ingenuity to
establish an identity by
the 1st generation in the
mid 1960’s helped create
the much loved British
curry. It was through their
persistence and hard work
in building the British
curry industry, which has
now become synonymous
with our community and
enabled us to dream big.

For more information about British Curry
Day and how to register to take part, and
raise money for charity, go to the new website www.britishcurryday.org. Hopefully it
is something that all curry restaurants and
their customers across the country can get
behind.
Muhaimin Miah
Vice President
British Bangladesh
Chambers of Commerce
and Industry

‘‘ My father was first

generation restaurant
owner and without their
innovation and
creation the curry industry
wouldn’t exist today I’m
very proud to part of the
British Curry Day
celebration.

‘‘

Dipna Anand
Celebrity Chef

‘‘Our attitude is testament

‘‘

Enam Ali, Spice Business editor, says, “We are
losing so many curry restaurants who can’t
afford to carry on. So, to give them a boost and
a chance of survival we decided to launch British
Curry Day. The idea is that every December from
now on British Curry Day will encourage spice
lovers to eat out or order a takeaway to support
and promote curry restaurants and the unique
contribution they have made to our country.”

Jalf Ali
Entrepreneur
Dabbawal/ Khai Khai
Restaurants

In December 2021 the plan is to #backchickentikkamasala and in 2022 to have the theme
#backthebalti. British Curry Day will also celebrate the early ‘Curry pioneers’ who came
to Britain in the 1960s and ‘70’s and despite
many challenges created the unique fusion
food that has become known as the Great
British Curry. Enam says, “Tragically we have
lost many of the first curry restaurateurs to
the pandemic as they were elderly and in a
vulnerable group. Through hard work they
built a special industry which is now an integral part of British society and we would like
through British Curry Day to salute them.”

Naseem Talukdar
Founder and CEO

Dr Wali Tasar Uddin
MBE JP
President FBFCI

PPAAP.org.Uk

‘‘#BackTheBhaji would be

‘‘It’s a real pride to

celebrate and
commemorate the
Curry Pioneers
without their hard
work we wouldn’t
have great
British Curry industry

‘‘

This inaugural nationwide event was held on
December 3rd, and generated a huge amount
of goodwill and support in the media, as well as
across the hospitality industry, breathing a bit of
life into the multi-billion-pound curry restaurant
sector, as well as raising money for good causes. The event was a big success and it has been
confirmed that the next British Curry Day 2021
will take place on December 1st.

‘‘

Spice Business magazine
has successfully launched
a new initiative, British
Curry Day, which aims to
give the industry a much
needed lift after the
harsh impact of multiple
lockdown restrictions.

B U S I N E S S

a great opportunity to
Thank -all the first generation families for building an industry that will
continue to support their
communities and
continue to enrich the
British economy.

‘‘

S P I C E

FEATURE & VIEWS

‘‘

FEATURE & VIEWS

www.spicebusiness.co.uk

E : info@britishcurryday.org | W: www.britishcurryday.org
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